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With facade solutions from Nordic Facades, it is possible to adapt the system to the building and not the other way around.
This is without compromising on quality and the many building requirements for functionality, performance and fire safety.
Nordic Facades give freedom of choice when it comes to materials, dimensions and design.

All of our facade solutions are system tested and approved while combining beautiful aesthetics, functionality and economic
performance within sustainable construction.

Our Mission
Nordic Facades aim to be the UK and Ireland’s premier supplier of Scandinavian designed facades systems. Our mission is provide a
sustainable facade solution for architects and design teams, developers and end users.
We will achieve this by modernising traditional facade construction methods to bring the best of Scandinavian design, materials and
manufacturing to the UK & Ireland. By re-shaping how buildings are planned, designed and built, we will create a greener
environment and better future for generations to come.

Our Vision
Nordic Facades are committed to contributing to positive environmental growth within the construction industry. From sourcing
materials for the build process via our supply chain, we will increase architectural design freedom by setting the highest standards in
sustainable facades. It is our vision that future generations will look back and thank us for creating unique and innovative spaces that
are healthy and robust for those that use them.

Fireproof & Sustainable Cladding
Facade systems from Nordic Facades are the safe, documented and sustainable choice for all types of new project construction,
facade renovation or as an additional design element. Our facades are supplied and delivered in wood, aluminium or in a combination
of both. Regardless of the material choice, our facades appear light and modern and are razor sharp with no visible screws.
In the majority of buildings, the facade is the most costly and complicated part of the construction process. It must meet numerous
functional requirements, as well as the project's fire requirements, a level of sustainability and static requirements for construction. A
solution with a ventilated facade and a construction that ensures static and thermal movement must be ensured. Many facades are
required to act as climate screens and need to be able to withstand changing climate conditions.
Nordic Facades provides professional sparring and advice, expertise in fire technical documentation and delivery of the market's best
EPD values in relation to sustainability.

The Freedom to Choose
?With facade solutions from Nordic Facades, it is possible to adapt the system to the building and not the other way around.
This is without compromising on quality and the many building requirements for functionality, performance and fire safety.
Nordic Facades give freedom of choice when it comes to materials, dimensions and design.
All of our facade solutions are system tested and approved while combining beautiful aesthetics, functionality and economic
performance within sustainable construction.
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Available CPD Material (1)

To Be Submitted

Material type:
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